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Based on

Haskell in 5 steps

https://wiki.haskell.org/Haskell_in_5_steps
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data ST s a

A computation of type ST s a 

transforms an internal state indexed by s, 

and returns a value of type a. 

the s parameter is either

    an uninstantiated type variable (inside invocations of runST), 

    RealWorld (inside invocations of stToIO).

It serves to keep the internal states of different invocations of runST 

separate from each other and from invocations of stToIO.

http://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.11.1.0/docs/Control-Monad-ST.html

ST Monad Definition
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the strict state-transformer monad. 

The >>= and >> operations are strict in the state 

(though not in values stored in the state). 

runST (writeSTRef _|_ v >>= f) = _|_

http://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.11.1.0/docs/Control-Monad-ST.html

ST Monad – strict monad
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runST :: (forall s. ST s a) -> a

return the value computed by a state transformer computation. 

The forall ensures that the internal state used by the ST computation 

is inaccessible to the rest of the program.

fixST :: (a -> ST s a) -> ST s a

allow the result of a state transformer computation 

to be used (lazily) inside the computation. 

Note that if f is strict, fixST f = _|_.

http://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.11.1.0/docs/Control-Monad-ST.html

ST Monad – runST, fixST
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a pair in Haskell has two possible ways to update it.

bimap f g (a,b) = (f a, g b)

bimap f g ~(a,b) = (f a, g b)

The latter is the same as

bimap f g p = (f (fst p), g (snd p))

The difference between these two is that 

when you pass the args to bimap in the first case, 

the pair is forced immediately.

In the latter case the pair is not immediately forced, 

but I instead hand you a (,) back filled with two non-strict computations.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/14644830/what-is-the-point-of-having-a-lazy-strict-version-of-writer

Strict vs. Lazy Example
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This means that

fmap f _|_ = _|_ in the first case but

fmap f _|_ = (_|_, _|_) in the second lazier pair case!

Both are correct under different interpretations of the concept of a pair. 

One is forced on you by pretending a pair is a pair in the categorical sense, 

that it doesn't have any interesting _|_'s in its own right. 

On the other hand, the interpretation of the domain as being as non-strict. 

as possible so you can have as many programs terminate 

as possible ushes you to the Lazy version.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/14644830/what-is-the-point-of-having-a-lazy-strict-version-of-writer

Strict vs. Lazy Example – using bottom
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The term bottom refers to a computation 

which never completes successfully.

 

That includes a computation that fails due to some kind of error, 

and a computation that just goes into an infinite loop 

(without returning any data). 

The mathematical symbol for bottom is ' '. ⊥

In plain ASCII, it's often written as 

the extremely ugly character sequence '_|_'. 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Bottom

Bottom 
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data RealWorld

RealWorld is deeply magical. 

It is primitive, but it is not unlifted (hence ptrArg). 

We never manipulate values of type RealWorld; 

it's only used in the type system, to parameterise State#.

stToIO :: ST RealWorld a -> IO a

Embed a strict state transformer in an IO action. 

The RealWorld parameter indicates that the internal state 

used by the ST computation is a special one supplied by the IO monad, 

and thus distinct from those used by invocations of runST.

http://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.11.1.0/docs/Control-Monad-ST.html

ST Monad – Realworld, stToIO
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instance Monad (ST s) where

    {-# INLINE (>>=)  #-}

    (>>) = (*>)

    (ST m) >>= k

      = ST (\ s ->

        case (m s) of { (# new_s, r #) ->

        case (k r) of { ST k2 ->

        (k2 new_s) }})

http://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.11.1.0/docs/Control-Monad-ST.html

ST Monad – source codes

instance Functor (ST s) where

    fmap f (ST m) = ST $ \ s ->

      case (m s) of { (# new_s, r #) ->

      (# new_s, f r #) }

instance Applicative (ST s) where

    {-# INLINE pure #-}

    {-# INLINE (*>)   #-}

    pure x = ST (\ s -> (# s, x #))

    m *> k = m >>= \ _ -> k

    (<*>) = ap

    liftA2 = liftM2
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Mutable references in the (strict) ST monad.

data STRef s a

a value of type STRef s a is a mutable variable in state thread s, 

containing a value of type a

https://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.9.0.0/docs/Data-STRef.html

STRef Monad 
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newSTRef :: a -> ST s (STRef s a)

Build a new STRef in the current state thread

readSTRef :: STRef s a -> ST s a

Read the value of an STRef

writeSTRef :: STRef s a -> a -> ST s ()

Write a new value into an STRef

modifySTRef :: STRef s a -> (a -> a) -> ST s ()

Mutate the contents of an STRef.

modifySTRef' :: STRef s a -> (a -> a) -> ST s ()

Strict version of modifySTRef

https://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.9.0.0/docs/Data-STRef.html

STRef Monad – methods
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Be warned that modifySTRef does not apply the function strictly. 

This means if the program calls modifySTRef many times, 

but seldomly uses the value, thunks will pile up in memory resulting 

in a space leak. 

This is a common mistake made when using an STRef as a counter. 

For example, the following will leak memory and 

likely produce a stack overflow:

print $ runST $ do

    ref <- newSTRef 0

    replicateM_ 1000000 $ modifySTRef ref (+1)

    readSTRef ref

https://hackage.haskell.org/package/base-4.9.0.0/docs/Data-STRef.html

STRef Monad – not strict modifying 
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The ST monad allows programmers 

to write imperative algorithms in Haskell, 

using mutable variables (STRef's) 

and mutable arrays (STArrays and STUArrays). 

code that has internal side effects, 

destructively updating 

mutable variables and arrays, 

containing these effects inside the monad. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haskell_features#ST_monad

ST Monad advantage
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functions written using the ST monad 

appear completely pure to the rest of the program. 

This allows programmers to produce imperative code 

where it may be impractical to write functional code, 

while still keeping all the safety that pure code provides.

Here is an example program 

(taken from the Haskell wiki page on the ST monad) 

that takes a list of numbers, 

and sums them, 

using a mutable variable: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haskell_features#ST_monad

ST Monad – imperative code enabled 
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import Control.Monad.ST

import Data.STRef

import Control.Monad

sumST :: Num a => [a] -> a

sumST xs = runST $ do           -- runST takes stateful ST code and makes it pure.

    summed <- newSTRef 0         -- Create an STRef (a mutable variable)

    forM_ xs $ \x -> do          -- For each element of the argument list xs ..

        modifySTRef summed (+x)  -- add it to what we have in n.

    readSTRef summed             -- read the value of n, which will be returned by the runST above.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haskell_features#ST_monad

ST Monad Usage Example
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import Data.STRef

import Control.Monad

import Data.Vector.Unboxed.Mutable as M

import Data.Vector.Unboxed as V

 

sumST :: Num a => [a] -> a

sumST xs = runST $ do           

     n <- newSTRef 0             

     Control.Monad.forM_ xs $ \x -> do         

        modifySTRef n (+x)      

     readSTRef n                 

  

 

http://www.philipzucker.com/simple-st-monad-examples/

ST Monad Usage Example

makeArray = runST $ do

    n <- newSTRef [1,2,3]

    readSTRef n

 

makeArray' = newSTRef 10 >>= readSTRef

 

makeArray'' = do 

a <- newSTRef 10 

b <- newSTRef 11

return (a,b) 

 

 

 

makeVec = runST $ do

v <- M.replicate 3 (1.2::Double)

write v 1 3.1

V.freeze v 
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Let's compare the definitions of the IO and ST types:

newtype IO     a = IO (State# RealWorld -> (# State# RealWorld, a #))

newtype ST s a = ST (State# s                -> (# State# s,                 a #))

IO is isomorphic to ST RealWorld. 

ST works under the exact same principles as IO 

for threading state through, 

which is why we're able to have things like 

mutable references in the ST monad.

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

ST vs. IO Monad
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By using an uninstantiated s value, 

we can ensure that we aren't "cheating" 

and running arbitrary IO actions inside an ST action. 

Instead, we just have "local state" modifications, 

for some definition of local state. 

The details of using ST correctly and 

the Rank2Types approach to runST are interesting, 

but beyond the scope of this chapter, so we'll stop discussing them here.

Since ST RealWorld is isomorphic to IO, 

we should be able to convert between the two of them. 

base does in fact provide the stToIO function.

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

A State Transformer 
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primops, short for primary operations, 

are core pieces of functionality provided by GHC itself. 

They are the magical boundary between "things we do in Haskell itself" 

and "things which our implementation provides." 

This division is actually quite elegant; as we already explored, 

the standard + operator and Int data type you're used to 

are actually themselves defined in normal Haskell code, 

which provides many benefits: 

you get standard type class support, laziness, etc. 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

A State Transformer 
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Look at the implementation of other functions in GHC.

Prim; they're all defined as let x = x in x. 

When GHC reaches a call to one of these primops, 

it automatically replaces it with the real implementation for you, 

which will be some assembly code, LLVM code, or something similar.

You may be wondering: why bother 

with this dummy implementation at all? 

The sole reason is to give Haddock documentation 

for the primops a place to live. 

GHC.Prim is processed by Haddock more or less like any other module; 

but is effectively ignored by GHC itself.

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

A State Transformer 
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Why do all of these functions end in a #? 

That's called the magic hash 

(enabled by the MagicHash language extension), 

and it is a convention to distinguish boxed and 

unboxed types and operations. 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

A State Transformer 
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The Int# constructor is actually 

just a normal data constructor in Haskell, 

which happens to end with a magic hash. 

However, Int# is not a normal Haskell data type. 

In GHC.Prim, we can see that it's implementation is:

data Int#

Which like everything else in GHC.Prim is really a lie. 

In fact, it's provided by the implementation, 

and is in fact a normal long int from C 

(32-bit or 64-bit, depending on architecture). 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

A State Transformer 
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 in GHCi:

> :k Int

Int :: *

> :k Int#

Int# :: #

That's right, Int# has a different kind than normal Haskell datatypes: #. 

To quote the GHC docs:

 Most types in GHC are boxed, which means that values of that type 

are represented by a pointer to a heap object. 

The representation of a Haskell Int, for example, 

is a two-word heap object. 

An unboxed type, however, is represented 

by the value itself, no pointers or heap allocation are involved.

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

A State Transformer 
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